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Bistable Resistance Switching Behaviors of SiO2 and TiO2

Binary Metal Oxide Films
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The bistable resistance switching characteristics of amorphous SiO2 and poly-crystalline TiO2 were investigated
using Pt top and bottom electrodes sandwiched structure. Both films exhibit well defined switching char-
acteristics. All device operation characteristic parameters such as forming, reset, and set voltages of TiO2

are distinctly smaller than those of SiO2, indicating that the values of these parameters can be related to
the dielectric constant. From I-V curve analyses, it is found that the low resistance states of both films obey
an ohmic conduction mechanism and the high resistance states show generation of a Schottky potential barrier.
Regarding the mechanism for resistance switching of the binary oxide, it is suggested that the generation
and annihilation of potential barriers accounts for the changes to the high resistance state and low resistance
state, respectively.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Insulating binary oxides have attracted considerable inter-

est with regard to their application as nonvolatile memory

elements, the key technology for modern mobile electronic

devices. In terms of meeting the requirements for next gen-

eration advanced devices, resistance random access memory

(ReRAM) offers suitable properties such as low power con-

sumption, high density, and high operation speed
[1,2]

. This

memory is based on the resistance switching behaviors of

insulators sandwiched between metal electrodes. Resistance

switching phenomena have been found in various types of

insulators including binary metal oxides
[3-5]

, perovskite-type

oxides
[6]

, and even organic materials
[7]

.

The choice of insulator is an important parameter for the

device application, since the resistance switching charac-

teristics depend on the energy bandgap and the dielectric

constant of the insulator
[8]

. Binary oxide offers several

advantages such as precise composition control and film

quality with minimum complexity. The switching behaviors

of a number of binary oxides have been widely investigated

since the 1960s, and those of transition metal oxides

including NiO
[3,4]

 and TiO2
[5]

 have attracted interest because

their switching properties are more universal than those of

perovskite materials.

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is a versatile material that forms

in a number of crystalline phases. For example, crystallized

anatase TiO2 has a very large dielectric constant of more than

60 but a small bandgap of 3 eV. In contrast, silicon dioxide

(SiO2) is a widely employed material in electronics with a

low dielectric constant of 3.9 and a high bandgap of 9 eV. A

comparison of the universal resistance switching behavior of

these two metal oxides, i.e., amorphous SiO2 and poly-

crystalline TiO2 films, having extremely different bandgaps

and dielectric constants, would provide useful information

for future research and applications. In this paper, the

switching characteristics including operation voltage and

resistance ratio of SiO2 and TiO2 films are discussed and the

conduction mechanisms for bistable resistance states based

on ohmic conduction and potential barrier are proposed.

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Bottom Pt electrode deposition was carried out on a p-type

Si(100) wafer using a dc magnetron sputtering system with

4-inch diameter targets (99.95% purity). Two insulating SiO2

and TiO2 films were then deposited by the RF magnetron

sputter system. The Pt top electrode was also deposited with

the same fabrication process as the bottom electrode. All

deposition processes were performed at room temperature

with a base pressure of less than 1 × 10
-6
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insulators and electrodes were all 40 nm thick. Electrode

patterning was performed by the conventional liftoff

method. The resistance switching was measured using an

HP4155A semiconductor parameter analyzer. This measure-

ment was conducted in voltage sweep mode with current

compliance at room temperature. If the devices failed to

exhibit switching behaviors, a thermal annealing process in

N2 ambient was executed until resistance switching behavior

appeared. Depth profile analyses using Auger electron

spectroscopy (AES) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) were

performed in order to identify the composition and crystalline

structure of the insulators, respectively.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The depth profiles of the devices with SiO2 film after dep-

osition are shown in Fig. 1(a). It is clear that the SiO2 film is

well defined on the bottom electrode. The amounts of silicon

and oxygen in the insulators remain constant along their

depths. For the SiO2 and TiO2 films, the resistance switching

characteristics begin to appear after the annealing process at

500 and 800
o
C, respectively. The crystalline structures iden-

tified by XRD were amorphous SiO2 and poly-crystalline TiO2

with a mixture of anatase and rutile phases after their respective

annealing processes, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Recently, it has

been reported that TiO2 anatase nano-crystal plays a major

role in high speed switching
[9]

.

The bistable resistance switching behaviors of annealed

SiO2 and TiO2 films including the forming process are pre-

sented in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. First, a forming

process is needed to bring about the resistance switching.

This is accomplished by increasing the bias along the insula-

tor until dielectric breakdown occurs. By setting the current

compliance, the insulator breakdown is reversibly controlled

at the breakdown voltage (Vf). The values of Vf are 18.1 and

6.1 V for SiO2 and TiO2 films, respectively, as shown in Fig.

2. For the forming process, a model has been proposed

wherein a conducting filament forms as a leakage path in the

Fig. 1. (a) AES depth profiles of SiO2 film and (b) XRD spectrum of TiO2 film. (A: anatase, R: rutile).

Fig. 2. I-V curves showing resistance switching behaviors of (a) SiO2 and (b) TiO2 films.
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insulator
[10]

.
 
After the forming process, another voltage

sweep was done for the resistance switching. The switching

characteristic indicates that the insulator exhibits both a low

resistance state (LRS) and a high resistance state (HRS), and

these two different states are observed repeatedly by external

voltage stress. The LRS with high current conduction is gen-

erally induced first by a voltage sweep. The film shows a

sudden precipitation of current at a certain voltage (Vr),

where the current level is maximum. In order to switch the

LRS to a HRS without hard breakdown, it is necessary to cut

the application of voltage immediately after negative differ-

ential resistance (NDR) occurs. The current increase rate for

the subsequent voltage sweep is slower than that of the LRS.

The current is also restricted at another breakdown voltage

(Vs), which is usually lower than Vf with the same current

compliance. The resistance states can be repeated by voltage

sweeping with slight variation of the values of Vr and Vs.

The characteristic voltages Vr and Vs for both films are

shown in Fig. 3. It is observed that the values of Vr are

always lower than those of Vs for both specimens. The val-

ues of Vr and Vs for TiO2 film are higher than those of SiO2.

This indicates that the voltage with maximum current, which

is similar to Vr, is related to the dielectric constant of amor-

phous oxides
[8]

. It was also reported that Vr and Vs for NiO

films increases due to the presence of fewer defects at the

high deposition temperature. This gives mobility to the mol-

ecules and makes them spatially stable
[4]

. The switching

voltages of TiO2 film in this study are somewhat higher than

those previously reported
[5]

. It is suspected that the higher

switching voltages obtained here may be related to the

dielectric constant of the insulator.

The analysis of the I-V curves may provide some insight

concerning the bulk properties of insulators or surface states

at the electrode, which give rise to the switching behavior.

For this purpose, the LRS and HRS are redrawn as log-log

plots in Fig. 4. For the LRS, both films have slopes of unity

up to Vr, implying ohmic behaviors. The resistance values

for SiO2 and TiO2 films at the LRS are 510 and 52Ω while

the bandgap energy values are 9 and 3 eV, respectively.

Meanwhile, it is evident that HRS shows ohmic behavior

only in a very low voltage region. For most voltage regions

of TiO2, the current deviates from the linear dependency. For

the conduction mechanism at the HRS, many researchers

have proposed the rupture of conducting filaments
[10]

.

Recently, Choi. et al. suggested that the resistive switching

in TiO2 film is closely related to the formation and rupture of

conducting filaments, where joule heating from the current

causes local rupturing of filaments
[11]

. Even if the number of

filaments at the HRS is smaller than that of the LRS, the cur-

rent should obey ohmic conduction through the remaining

filaments. However, ohmic behavior at the HRS occurs only

in a limited voltage region, indicating that an additional con-

duction mechanism plays a role in the resistance change at

the HRS. 

The non-linear I-V curves at the high voltage regions of

the HRS suggest the generation of a Schottky potential bar-

rier. Regardless of whether the conduction mechanism of the

insulator is electrode-limited or bulk-limited, the potential

barrier works to hinder the charge carriers from flowing

from one electrode to the other. It is thought that a negative

resistance phenomenon at the LRS triggers the redistribution

of charge carriers and subsequently generates potential barri-

ers. Therefore, the I-V curve of the LRS after NDR becomes

similar to that of the HRS due to the generation of potential

barrier. From these results, we hypothesize that the genera-

tion and annihilation of a potential barrier may be responsi-

ble for the switching mechanism. The soft breakdown at the

HRS causes the filaments to form a bridge between the top

and bottom electrodes. As a result, the charges can move

freely with low resistance due to the annihilation of the

potential barrier. The NDR at the LRS results in charge

redistribution and potential barrier is subsequently generated

Fig. 3. Distribution of switching characteristic voltages for SiO2 and
TiO2 films. Fig. 4. I-V curves of SiO2 and TiO2 films plotted in log-log scales.
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near the electrode with or without any other traps in the bulk

insulator. The generation of the potential barrier prevents the

charge flow and thus causes switching to the HRS.

As the HRS current is non-linear, the dynamic resistance

ratios (RHRS/RLRS) for SiO2 and TiO2 films are shown in Fig.

5. The ratio for SiO2 is constant and close to 15 due to the

ohmic behavior of HRS until reaching Vr. The resistance

ratio of TiO2 is enhanced by 1 order of magnitude compared

to SiO2. However, the resistance ratio of TiO2 is voltage

dependent due to its early deviation from ohmic conduction

at the HRS, and decreases with applied voltage. As lower

operation voltage is required, a high resistance ratio is

obtained with TiO2 films.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The resistance switching characteristics of amorphous

SiO2 and poly-crystalline TiO2 were investigated and com-

pared for an MIM structure with symmetric Pt electrodes.

The device operation parameters such as forming, reset, and

set voltages of TiO2 are distinctly reduced relative to those of

SiO2, thus indicating the values of these parameters decrease

with the dielectric constant of the film. From analyses of I-V

curves, it was found that the LRSs of both films obey an

ohmic conduction mechanism with resistance values of 510

and 52Ω, respectively. However, the HRSs show non-linear

I-V curves at high voltage regions, suggesting the generation

of a Schottky potential barrier. Regarding the mechanism for

resistance switching of the binary oxide, it is suggested that

the generation and annihilation of potential barriers accounts

for the changes to the high resistance state and low resistance

state, respectively. In spite of a decrease of dynamic ratios

with voltage, lower operation voltage with a high resistance

ratio is obtained with TiO2 films. The physical properties

and switching mechanisms that impact ReRAM element

operation should be further investigated for next generation

nonvolatile memory.
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Fig. 5. Dynamic resistance ratio for SiO2 and TiO2 films.


